Valentine’s Day
“Oh, So Sweet” Valentines
Cheap yet chic our “Oh So Sweet”
candy bar valentines are a DIY dream.
Whip them up in no time using new or
remnant scrapbook paper.

What’s Needed:
Heart and Candy Wrapper Pattern- Blu Arlan® (see below)
Chocolate Candy- Ritter Sport Bars, LINDOR Truffle Bars, Hershey’s Large Chocolate Covered
Marshmallow Hearts and Mars M&M
Goldfish Crackers- Pepperidge Farms
Metallic Scrapbook Paper- Michael’s®
Pattern Scrapbook Paper- Your choice
Solid Colour Card Stock- Coordinating colour to complement metallic and pattern papers
Hot Glue Sticks- Gorilla®
Hot Glue Gun
Pop Dots Adhesives
Cellophane Treat and Clear Pretzel Stick BagsRibbon ½” x 24”- Coordinating colour to complement paper
8” Scissors and Pinking Shears- Fiskars®

We chose chocolate bars that are super yummy in fun shapes however, any chocolate bar
can be used. Simply create a new size (wrapper) pattern by wrapping a piece of white copy
paper around the bar. Cut paper to bars size. Follow steps B1–B4 below to assemble.

How To Make It: All Hearts
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1- Download, print and cut out the heart
pattern you would like to use.
2- Trace heart shape on the back side of
selective paper.
Note: All hearts are made in the same matter.
Paper selection makes the difference.
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3 - Cut traced heart out using scissors.
4- One heart will be needed for every Valentine Candy Bar wrapper.
5- Turn heart over and apply stick glue to the entire back of the heart (yellow colouring = glue).
6- Place heart (glue side down) on coordinating card stock. Smooth heart down with hand
to ensure a good bond. Let glue dry a few minutes.
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7- Cut a square shape (using scissors) around the heart leaving a ¼” to ½” border for pinking.
8- Cut a single slit (using scissors) from the outer edge of the cardstock to the center V point
at the top of the heart (this slit will make it easier to pink around the top of the heart).
9- To create the pinked border, begin cutting (using pinking shears) the at the heart’s tip.
10- Place the back of the pinking shears over the last pinked mark while cutting around the
heart to keep pinked border pattern uniform.
11. Your paper heart is now finished. Repeat process until desired
amount of hearts have been made. One heart will be needed for
each “Oh, So Sweet” Valentine.
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How To Make It: Decorating or Lettering Hearts
A1- Embossed patterns can be
highlighted using colored pencils (lightly
colour in pattern, rub colour with a soft cloth).

A1

A2- If a name or salutation is desired,
write message on heart now using a fine
point Sharpie®.

A2

How To Make It: Assembling Ritter Sport Bar Valentines
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B1- Cut Ritter Bar wrapper pattern out. Trace pattern on selected cardstock and cut out.
B2- Lay Sport Bar (front side down) on cardstock. Wrap the cardstock around the bar. Crease
side edges. Hot glue one end over the other to hold wrapper in place.
B3- Flip bar over (front side). Wrap ribbon around the center and tie a bow at the top.
B4- Attach paper heart in the center of the bar with a few pop dots or hot glue.

How To Make It: Lindor Truffle Bar Valentines
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C1- Cut truffle bar wrapper pattern out. Trace pattern on selected cardstock and cut out.
C2- Place truffle bar front down in the center of the card stock. Roll cardstock around the
truffle bar. Hot glue one end over the other to hold wrapper in place.
C3, C4- Flip bar over (front side). Attach paper heart in the center of the bar with a few pop
dots or hot glue.

How To Make It: Hershey’s Large Chocolate Marshmallow Valentines
D1, D2- Remove heart from wrapper.
Place heart in cellophane treat bag. Tie
bag closed with a piece of ribbon. Hot
glue heart on top of the ribbon tie.
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The size of this chocolate marshmallow heart
makes a fun valentine.

How To Make It: Goldfish and M&M Tube Bag Valentines
E1

E2

These delightful valentines are made
from scrapbook paper remnants.
E1, E2- Simply fill pretzel stick bag with a
M&M’s or Gold Fish Crackers. Tie bag
closed with a piece of ribbon. Hot glue
heart on top of ribbon tie.

Celebrate Valentine’s Day at the office by making a
bunch of our “Oh, So Sweet” Valentine’s.
Place at the reception desk or coffee station for
all to enjoy.
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See More DIY Ideas at www.bluarlan.com

